
DESIGN THE  
EXTRAORDINARY

Welcome to The Extraordinaires® Design Studio  
We hope you enjoy Jumping into their world! 

Develop a user-centered design mindset.



Print & Play 
Use the power of PLAY to  
design the Extraordinary!
Print this PDF and cut out the cards to play. In this document  we 
have given you a specific Design Challenge. On the next pages 
you will find your Extraordinaire, a Design Project card and a 
Think Card.

(Think Cards help you think like a designer and guide you 
through our 3 step user-centered design process; Research, 
Design, Improve)

We can’t wait for you to play as we know you will experience 
the “A-ha moment”.  By completing the design challenge you 
will see that by following the process you can’t help but design 
something unique!  Remember you don’t have to be a great 
artist, good design is about great ideas.



Your Design Challenge
Design a Music Player for a Spy

Spy
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THINK: NEEDS ASSESSMENT

THINK: INTEGRATION

THINK: DURABILITY

Why does the Extraordinaire need this new 
gadget? What will it enable them to do?  
How can you design it to make life better?

How will you ensure your gadget keeps working  
in the environmental conditions that the  
Extraordinaire encounters?  
How will you prevent it from breaking?

How can you make your gadget work with other 
things that the Extraordinaire uses?

RESEARCH

IMPROVE

DESIGN
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See the next page for “How To Play” and more insight into the Spy and her world.



Step One: Prepare Design Challenges
We have chosen an Extraordinaire, your Design Project and provided one Think Card to help you on your 
design journey. 

Step Two: Research 
Examine the back of the Extraordinaire Card. You will gain insight into what the Extraordinaire does  
and the world in which they live.

The Design Project card tells you what the Extraordinaire wants. Use the doodles on the card to inspire 
the shape and form of your design concept.

Use the Think Card and ask yourself the Research question. Remember, there is no wrong answer.  
Make notes on the Idea Pad to remind you of your research.

Step Three: Design
Using your Idea Pad sheet on the next page describe your concept visually. Sketch and annotate your 
design to communicate important features. You don’t have to be a great artist. Good design is about 
great ideas.

Step Four: Improve
When you think you are done, use the “Improve questions” prompt on the Think Cards to iterate and 
make your design better. Sketch and annotate your design improvements on the Idea Pad.

Step Five: Name It
Give your design a catchy name. Don’t forget to add the ™ mark, just in case anyone tries to steal it!  
Write the name in the space provided at the top of the Idea Pad.

Step Six: Present
We think it’s good practise to present your design concept to a colleague or friend.

Start with the name and explain why the Extraordinaire needs this design. Describe your research  
and how it informed the overall concept. Highlight key features and any improvements that make  
your design great.
 
You can also present your finished design using the Extraordinaire Portfolio App, free to download  
from iTunes & Google Play. 
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How to Play
Design a Music Player for a Spy

Extraordinaires Design Studio

Download the free app 
to save your designs:

Your A4 Idea pad is on the next page. 



Design Name

Extraordinaire

Project

Designer

Date



MEET THE 
EXTRAORDINAIRE

A lot of effort and passion went into  
writing every Extraordinaire persona. 

This is our thinking behind the Spy.
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Spy

Spy
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The Spy is an Extraordinaire 
because of the dangerous and 
secretive nature of her job. 
She requires miniaturized, 
hidden gadgets to help with 
her espionage missions.

The Spy is mid-mission. She 
is hanging onto a rope ladder 
attached to a helicopter. She is 
communicating via her watch. 

She is extremely fit, both 
physically and mentally. Her 
dark hair is long and braided. 
She is wearing a dark spy stealth 
suit and shoes. She has a utility 
belt and bag. Below her is a 
super-yacht with a helipad. A 
helicopter is about to take off 
in pursuit. 

In the background is a wealthy 
city state with mountains 
behind it and a harbor in front. 

She has multiple identities. 
Her origin is unknown, she 
searches for information  
about her past. 

•  What is her backstory? How did she become a spy?

•  Who does she work for? 

•  How does she know who to trust?

•  To what other locations do her missions take her?

•  Where does the spy live? What does she do to relax?  
 Who are her friends?

•  Where is her base of operations? Who else works there?

We wanted to include a  
Spy to facilitate the design  
of cool, hi-tech gadgets.  
We wanted a make a strong, 
self-reliant female to 
challenge the stereotype  
of the female companion,  
or love interest, from  
spy fiction.

The Spy is often in dangerous situations. She must be  
quick-thinking to read situations and people. 

She must be ultra-fit to react quickly to danger. 

The Spy appears to lead an international, glamorous life. She  
often works alone on secret missions. She must be independent  
and self-reliant. 

She must stay ‘in character’, remembering her current identity. 

She searches for information about her past. She may feel alone 
without a family.

She uses secret dual purpose micro-gadgets to aid her. These 
gadgets must be concealed in everyday items. She must be able  
to communicate secretly with her colleagues. 

She uses small, high tech 
gadgets and tools.

Her missions sometimes 
involve incapacitating people,  
in order to retrieve the 
important evidence.  

She is often in dangerous 
situations. She always needs  
to have an escape plan.

Everything she carries that  
can be dual purpose, should  
be dual purpose. 


